Dear future investor,

I invite you to join a movement that seeks to redefine leadership globally through giving.

Emerging Women NC seeks to fully embrace both genders and remove the battle of inequality to allow the best leaders to step forward. We inspire leaders of all genders, cultures, and ages to lead with compassion and integrity. By highlighting women leaders, we seek to amplify the positive impact that inclusive leadership has on organizations and communities.

Your contribution of $600 or more propels the engine of an organization that is addressing timely conversations head on.

Who Am I Supporting?

The community of Emerging Women NC nominates women who personify great leadership traits to serve as role models for young professionals.

Through global youth leadership programs and peace-building events, the next generation of leaders are shaped locally, nationally, and globally.

By delivering on-location workshops, lunch and learns, and speaking engagements, Emerging Women NC is creating a world-wide conversation at a local level.

Why Should I Contribute?

Emerging Women NC is known for creating a win/win with our supporters through value added initiatives by:

- Reaching Thousands of Women on a Well-Defined Platform
- Exposing Your Brand that Supports Diverse Leadership
- Highlighting Your Products and Services Throughout the Year
- Reinforcing Equality for Women in Leadership Roles
- Enhancing Your Work-Culture with our Programs/Workshops
- Establishing New Relationships Globally
- Supporting Young Leaders and Future Employees

Our mission and continued success is dependent on partnerships with valuable sponsors, our leadership team, along with dedicated interns and volunteers.

We need your monetary support and help now! Please choose to support us today and together we can continue to raise the bar for all of those who choose to lead within our organizations and communities.

Thank you for your consideration and support,

BJ Davis
Founder, Emerging Women NC
bdavis@emergengwomennc.com
www.emergengwomennc.com
(919) 274-2445
7 Reasons To Support Emerging Women NC

Enhance your brand by supporting diverse leadership
Attract better clients/candidates on a platform that promotes gender equality
Demonstrate the awareness of inclusive values
Establish new relationships globally
Support the next generation of thought-leaders
Impact change within work cultures and communities
Help raise the threshold of leadership

"No matter the position we hold at work, at school, or in our community, we shall show the world an alternative example by always caring enough to be remarkable and unifying." - Brandon Burchard

Foster
Work Culture Shifts - Influence Better Leadership Practices Through Engaging Forums, Workshops, Speaking Engagements

Community Leaders - Elect. Support. Promote Women who are Role Models in Organization and Communities

Support

Encourage
Local. National. Global Change - Expansive Social Media Marketing Campaign Invites Conversations about Change for the Better!

Teach
Young Leaders Learn and Grow - Teens Across the Globe Engage and Stretch Their Awareness and Possibilities

Impact
Global Reconciliation - Exchange Best Practices. Move Towards Peace and Understanding!

www.emergingwomenncc.com
**Vision:** Emerging Women NC is a movement that seeks to redefine leadership globally by fully embracing both genders and removing the battle of inequality to allow the best leaders to step forward.

**Mission:** Emerging Women NC inspires leaders of all genders, cultures, and ages to lead with compassion and integrity. Highlighting women leaders, we seek to amplify the positive impact that inclusive leadership has on organizations and communities.

**Four Wing**

**Leadership Advancement**

- Emerging Women NC inducts and celebrates outstanding women community leaders across North Carolina to serve as positive role models and change agents.
- Emerging Women NC creates leadership development opportunities through workshops/forums and lunch & learns for both the public and private sector.
- Emerging Women NC invests in local and global youth through young leadership programs.

**Advocates for Peace**

- Emerging Women NC sponsors global service-learning trips broadening participants perspective of cultural differences, nuances, behaviors, and beliefs.
- Emerging Women NC partners with international organizations to help support their mission of great global awareness and collaboration.

**Mission Impact**

- Emerging Women NC spotlights leaders of all ages, genders, and cultural backgrounds, who are making a positive difference inside the communities they serve.
- Emerging Women NC commissions an emerging artist each year whose work complements the goals and positive themes of our organization.

**Growth and Support**

Emerging Women NC seeks out individual donors, sponsors, and investors, who share similar values and are focused on redefining leadership in a way that has a positive impact on those they serve.
**Impact Through Action - Events, Workshops & Programs**

**Power Surge:** Leadership quarterly forums for Community Leaders and their guests where they gather to share best practices, learn new skills and take action through accountability.

**Why Do Men/ Why Do Women Forum:** A powerful forum where anonymous questions can be asked of the opposite sex and new understandings flourish about our differences, or likeness and the unique qualities that each gender brings to leadership, parenting, and relationships in general.

**Emerging Women NC Family Day at the Ballpark:** Community event that celebrates family, friends, sponsors, fans, and our community leaders.

**Young Global Leadership Programs w/ Iraqi Students:** Two-day programs that build peace and reconciliation between global communities and cultures, while grooming and strengthening future leaders to become more inclusive and compassionate in various leadership positions.

**Revive Us Rally:** Fall weekend leadership retreat for present and future community leaders where we share, support, rest, and set goals for the up and coming year.

**Follow the Leader:** On location forums and workshops where open discussion of leadership and best practices that have a positive impact on work - cultures are shared and evaluated.

**Empowered to Lead:** Monthly book club Sept-May launch on-location where group discussion on relevant books that broaden leadership skill and personal development.

**On Impact:** Service Learning projects in Mexico and Africa creating a greater understanding and support for women’s roles in global communities.

**Message that Moves:** Yearly nomination and election of a North Carolina emerging artist, who will create our annual butterfly women series.

*Coming Soon - 2019*

**Waking Up Wise:** Nationally recorded podcast interviews of leaders; their failures, lessons, learning, and growth.